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This invention relates to bollards and winches and par 
ticularly to marine bollards and winches. 
The object of the invention is to form a winch and 

bollard in combination and in doing so to achieve greater 
simplicity and e?iciency in construction and operation. 

While it had previously been known to operate a winch 
and bollard in combination and with a single gearing this 
has hitherto involved a rather complicated arrangement 
and has not obviated the use of a separate bollard and 
winch. According to my invention the combined winch 
and bollard device may be said to be a single unit in 
which the whole appliance is constructed on a single axis. 
This permits greater economy in engineering construc 
tion, greater simplicity in operation, and a valuable sav 
ing of space. All these factors are of particular im 
portance in launches and similar small vessels but it 
will also be appreciated that the foregoing advantages 
may be of importance in larger vessels on wharves and 
in other marine installations. 
The invention comprises broadly a winch and bollard 

combination constructed of two sections having a com 
mon or single axis the bottom section being the bollard 
and the top section being the ‘winch with a driving shaft 
passing cent-rally up through the bollard section by which 
shaft the winch section is adapted to be rotated on top 
of that bollard section. 
A preferred construction of my invention is illustrated 

in the accompanying drawings in which 
FIGURE 1 is a half-sectional elevation, and 
FIGURE 2 is a plan, and in which drawings A denotes 

the bollard, A1 the bollard base, B the winch drum, 
C the driving shaft, D the deck or other foundation base, 
E the passage through the bollard, E1 the bollard relief, 
F the key between shaft and winch drum, G the recess 
in the winch drum, H the cap for the recess, H1 the 
screw-driver slot, I the grease nipple, I the grease channel 
from the top of the Winch section to the thrust bearing, 
L the thrust bearing, M the winch gypsy and N the retain 
ing nut. 

In more fully describing my invention with reference 
to these drawings the appliance is constructed in two 
main parts or sections, the standing or stationary section 
A which operates as the bollard, and the top‘ section B 
which is constructed to rotate and operates as the winch. 
According to a preferred form of my invention the bollard 
section may be of the appearance of the conventional 
form of mooring bollard as shown in the drawings with 
the shape in elevation of a Maltese cross and symmetrical 
in all views. 
The winch operation is by means of a driving shaft C 

which passes up through the deck or other foundation D 
to which the bollard base A1 is secured loosely through 
a vertical central pasage in the bollard section B and is 
keyed by key F into the top rotating section A which 
operates as the winch drum. The passage B may be of 
wider diameter at its centre section E1 so that it forms a 
bearing top and bottom for the shaft with added clear 
ance relief near its centre. The winch drum top is 
recessed at G and covered by a cap H. This allows 
on removal of the cap H for the fastening and removal 
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2 
of the drum B from the shaft C and also for a housing 
for a grease nipple to grease, through channel I, the 
thrust bearing L which is machined half into the bottom 
of the drum B and half into the standing or bollard 
portion A. To facilitate the operation of the appliance 
as a winch, the driving power which would normally be 
an electric motor may be controlled by a conveniently 
situated foot operated switch. 

In operation to haul in on a line or anchor warp fas 
tened to the bollard A, the line or warp would be re 
leased from that bollard and two or three turns of line 
taken on the winch drum B, the loose part of the line 
pulled in and, by operating the foot switch, the winch 
drum B is rotated and the line is hauled in as the winch 
drum revolves. When enough line has been hauled in 
the line is secured by taking several turns under and 
over the bollard part A in the usual manner. 
When hauling up mooring chains the buoy chain is 

hauled up on the winch gypsy M until the heavy mooring 
chain comes up, when the heavy mooring chain can be 
slipped into a permanent moo'nng hook (not illustrated 
in the drawings) fastened around the base of the bollard 
casting A1. 
The recess G in the top of the winch section with the 

associated cover cap H is made so that none of the neces 
sary parts for locking as by nut N or keying by key F 
the winch section B to the top of the shaft C will extend 
out into the open above the top winch to catch up any 
of the lines to be wound around the winch drum. In 
addition the recess G enables the grease nipple I 
mounted on the top of shaft at the entry to the grease 
channel I to also be housed below the top of the winch 
section. By unscrewing the cap H as for instance by 
the use of a screw driver inserted into the slot H1 the 
recess may be uncovered to permit action on the parts 
housed in the recess. 

It will be appreciated that the foregoing operations 
can be easily performed by one man whereas with methods 
now in use the operation can be heavy work for one 
man and rather complicated by comparison, for example 
when a heavy mooring chain has to be transferred to a 
bollard from the winch drum when they are separated 
even by a short distance. 

I desire it to be understood that my invention is not 
limited to the precise form shown in the drawings. For 
instance either the winch section or the bollard section 
or both may be constructed partially hollow and also 
other means may be used between the two sections than 
the thrust race L, as, for instance, a Washer. 
Having now described my invention what I claim is: 
A combined winch and bollard device for hauling 

in on a line comprising a bollard section having a base 
and an upstanding body member, a pair of bits each 
projecting laterally from the upper portion of the body 
member on opposite sides thereof, and a winch section 
above the body member, said winch section comprising 
a winch-driving shaft extending vertically through said 
body member, and a drum mounted on the upper portion 
of said body member and on said shaft for rotation about 
a vertical ‘axis so that a few turns of said line is taken 
around said drum for hauling thereon as said drum is 
rotated, the lower portion of said drum juxtaposed with 
respect to said bits wherein the line as it is hauled moves 
across said bits and when enough line is hauled in said 
line is secured by taking a few turns ‘around one of 
said bits, said drum having a diameter less than the inner 
ends of said bits. 
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